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PREMIERES 
 

WHEN GHOSTS ATTACK ** 

All-New Series Premieres Sunday, October 20 at 10 PM E/P 

WHEN GHOSTS ATTACK travels to the dark side of the paranormal world, where poltergeist activity is 

child play compared to the soul-sucking torment of an evil entity. Told from the first-person perspective 

of the victim, each episode features chilling cases in which people are attacked by an unknown force from 

within their own homes. From scratches and bruises to sudden illness and shoves down the stairs, the 

otherworldly assailants in WHEN GHOSTS ATTACK are invisible, but the scars – both physical and 

emotional – are all too real. 

 There’s No Place Like Hell premieres Sunday, October 20 at 10 PM E/P 
o For Lori Settle, a newly remarried mother, unpacking her new home is the start of an 

exciting new adventure. But just one week after moving in, Settle notices that her every 

move seems to be overshadowed by a macabre presence following her around the house. 

Strange occurrences begin to spook the family, but when the incidents become physical 

confrontations, Settle starts to fear that a deadly force is on the loose in her home. 

o Then, in central New Jersey, Marsha Eden has finally found an apartment that she and 

her two daughters can call home. The setting couldn't be more ideal, despite being 

situated across the street from a creepy, abandoned mill. Soon strange voices heard in the 

dead of night turn into eerie encounters that the family fears they won't survive. 

 Deliver Us from Evil Spirits premieres Sunday, October 27 at 10 PM E/P **Halloween 

Episode** 
o The Stinson family embodies the all-American dream. Happy wife Joy and her loving 

husband Jaime raise three beautiful daughters in the town of Mt. Hermon, Louisiana. 

However, the all-American dream suddenly turns into an all-American nightmare when 

malevolent forces from Joy’s visit to a haunted plantation follow her home. Soon the 

family falls into a haven of demonic possession and brutal attacks. 
o Later, newlyweds Jules Ness and her husband think they have hit the jackpot when 

receiving a great offer for a 100-year-old Victorian home in Lennox, South Dakota. With 

a small baby boy and even smaller budget, the offer seems too good to be true – maybe 

because it is. Shortly after moving into the new home, the young couple begins to 
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encounter interactions with a diabolical entity seeking revenge on their new home. 

(Locations: Mt. Hermon, Louisiana and Lennox, South Dakota) 
 

FINALES 
 

KING OF THRONES TV-PG 

Season 1 Finale Airs Tuesday, October 15 at 10 PM E/P 

The average American spends as much time in the bathroom each year as they do on vacation - 14 days! 

So why not make the washroom a welcoming oasis where one can get away from it all while taking care 

of "business?" Destination America's KING OF THRONES is transforming boring, old and downright 

disgusting bathrooms into over-the-top prized potties and more. From a portable latrine that can keep an 

angler's "seat" warm while ice fishing, to a tech-lovers high-class fortress of solitude, the new home 

improvement series builds porcelain thrones fit for a king. 

 His and Hers Bathroom & Cabin Commode premieres Tuesday, October 1 at 10 PM E/P 

What’s mine is yours, right? Well, not the case for this frustrated married couple. Fortunately, 

Jeff and Dave are here to save the day with the perfect solution: His and Hers Bathroom. The 

couple will be in shock when they see the surprises this dynamic duo has in store for their new 

split bathroom such as a urinal with a video game. Another couple wants Jeff and Dave to bring 

the outdoors inside. Jeff and Dave are tasked with transforming a tight, windowless basement 

bathroom into a cozy cabin theme. 

 Reclaimed Bathroom & Downtown Loft premieres Tuesday, October 8 at 10 PM E/P When 

Todd and Jenny moved into their new home they quickly discovered one minor flaw that was a 

huge inconvenience- the bathroom was out of commission. For the past six months, the family of 

5 has been scrambling in and out of just one working bathroom in the home. Jenny decided to 

take matters into her own hands and start the demolition process because her husband was always 

busy working…for the King of Thrones! Now it is time for Jeff and Dave to step in and recreate a 

modern bathroom but there is one catch – the bathroom must be made with only reclaimed or 

recycled items. Later, the King of Thrones will be faced with a challenging situation. A 

downtown, hip couple needs a redo for their bathroom in their loft, but will Jeff and Dave be able 

to work with the giant column that can’t be moved?  
 Backyard Bathroom premieres Tuesday, October 15 at 10 PM E/P Fully equipped with a 

bowling alley and snooker table, Brian and Jessica’s basement has been converted into Brian’s 

very own rec room. The couple is not ready to stop here though because the existing bathroom is 

too small for the newly bold space. Jeff and Dave must now find a way to transform three smaller 

rooms into one giant bathroom and what better way to do so than with items such as a hot tub and 

massage chair. But what will happen when Jessica threatens to take over Brian’s mancave? Next, 

the guys will be faced with one of their greatest challenges yet. Jeff and Dave must construct a 

small bathroom in a small outdoor party house – that has no existing plumbing. Will Jeff and 

Dave be able to pull through on this difficult challenge?  

 

A HAUNTING ** TV-PG 

Season 6 Finale Airs Sunday, October 20 at 9 PM E/P 

Sometimes real evil lurks in the darkest shadows and in the most ordinary places; this is where 

nightmares become reality. A HAUNTING showcases some of the scariest stories of supernatural activity 

known to man. Through spellbinding first-person accounts, each episode profiles the story of one family 

traumatized by forces unknown. As the mystery and origin of each case is unraveled, audiences are left 

with a lingering sense that life after death is much more powerful – and sometimes more possessive – 

than anyone could have possibly imagined. From children to pets, the atheists to the faithful, these are the 

true stories of unrelenting terror that knows no bounds. 
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 Well To Hell premieres Sunday, October 6 at 10 PM E/P Mark Corvo returns to his childhood 

home with the intention of renting its extra rooms. But soon, his tenants report unusual 

happenings like doors slamming and unexplained footsteps. Mark attributes the sounds to the 

house being a century old, but he has also noticed that one of his favorite tenants, Ashley, has 

been acting strange. Her behavior becomes increasingly troubling, and Mark finally realizes that 

she’s been practicing the dark arts in the attic with a new group of mysterious friends. He reaches 

out to the Ghosts of New England Research Society, who captures evidence of several entities 

and believe Ashley’s dark rituals have opened a portal to the other side, inviting spirits into the 

home. They also reveal to Mark that he possesses psychic qualities that make him a target for 

supernatural activity. Mark moves on with a renewed sense of hope that he can control his 

abilities, although he will always have to keep the spirit world at bay. (Location: Cromwell, CT) 

 Black Magic premieres Sunday, October 13 at 10 PM E/P During the renovation of her 150-

year-old Pennsylvania home, Debbie Guy notices lights turn on and off, doors open and close, 

and objects move on their own. After seeing an apparition of a young girl, Debbie accepts that the 

old house has a ghost and she will have to live with it. But when a house guest starts dabbling in 

the occult, the paranormal activity in Debbie’s house grows darker. A pastor attempts to bless the 

house, however the activity continues and the guest delves deeper into black magic, ultimately 

taking a sacrificial life and unleashing forces he cannot control.  As family members are 

tormented, scratched, and pushed by an evil entity, Debbie seeks the help of paranormal 

investigators who will face their toughest case yet. (Location: Zieglersville, PA) 

 Haunted Victorian premieres Sunday, October 20 at 9 PM E/P Edwin Gonzalez and Lillian 

Otero believe they've found their dream home – a beautiful Victorian mansion – but soon it 

becomes a nightmare. After moving in, the couple begins to experience strange occurrences like 

mysterious footsteps, doors slamming on their own, and unexplained noises. After Edwin 

witnesses a full-body apparition, he can no longer deny that their house is haunted. He reaches 

out to a series of paranormal investigators in the hopes that they can help. The situation becomes 

dire when Lillian's personality begins to shift and she becomes distant and depressed, as if being 

possessed by an evil spirit. She is physically attacked while sleeping and the couple tries to 

escape, but is it too late? (Location: Gardner, MA) 

 

ONGOING SERIES 
 

BUYING ALASKA** TV-G 

Season 2 Continues on Saturdays at 9 PM E/P 

BUYING ALASKA proves that forgoing basic amenities is a reasonable tradeoff when it comes to 

breathtaking views and stunning wild surroundings that you can’t find anywhere in the lower 48 

states. Offering much more than living quarters, these properties are so in tune with the extraordinary 

landscape that it’s often what’s beyond the house that proves to be the main attraction – from the ability 

to hunt and fish from a back deck, to extreme seclusion on your own private island, to self-

sustaining features such as smokehouses and greenhouses. However, there are also dangers that come 

with all the beauty, and living in this rugged and remote terrain can lead to animal attacks and brutal 

winters that cut you off from society. 

 Homer Bound premieres Saturday, October 5 at 9 PM E/P Newcomers Nathan and Lindsay 

know exactly what they are looking for in the Last Frontier of Alaska. The couple is searching for 

a home in the bayside town of Homer that will closely resemble the outdoorsy home of Nathan’s 

pioneer grandfather. But living in the town of Homer is not about adapting to a new home, it is 

about adapting to a new way of life. For one thing, there is no such thing as a typical home in this 

town. The first property Nathan and Lindsay see is called the Train House – an old train car that 

has been salvaged and converted into a livable cabin with the additions of a greenhouse and 

workshop.  Up next is The Country House. The stables and unpaved roads of this home transport 
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Nathan and Lindsay back to the period of time when pioneers rode horseback. Lastly, the couple 

views the Hillside Cabin. Sitting one thousand feet above the city at the edge of a mountain, the 

Hillside Cabin is a home with a killer view that could kill. (Location: Homer, AK)  

 Life on a Mountain premieres Saturday, October 12 at 9 PM E/P Russ and Dana are in search 

of a cozy home in the small mountain town of Alaska. Although this town guarantees spectacular 

views, life is just a moment away from taking a dangerous turn. Girdwood, Alaska sits at the base 

of Mount Alyseka and is a hot target for avalanches. Russ and Dana first view The Loft House. 

This house comes with stunning views of the mountain, but is it worth travelling through miles of 

treacherous roadways? The second property, The Hot Tub House, has a hot tub on the back porch 

that allows residents to soak up the beauty of Alaska at any point in the year. Lastly, Russ and 

Dana visit The Cedar Lodge and this home is unlike the others. The builder of The Cedar Lodge 

constructed the home with cedar logs thousand miles away in British Colombia, took it apart and 

then reassembled it in Girdwood, Alaska. (Location: Girdwood, AK) 

 Guys Getaway premieres Saturday, October 19 at 9 PM E/P David Parks and Chris Erickson 

are looking for a weekend getaway house in the wilds of Alaska. Not only are David and Chris 

best friends, they are also professional handymen looking to put their skills to the test. But David 

and Chris do not realize the tough challenge that awaits them in transforming a home that has 

been battered by Alaskan elements to a livable and cozy abode. First, the best friends visit The 

Lake House. The downside to this home is that there is no city water source for the house which 

suddenly turns the lake from beautiful scenery to a survival source. The house pumps in water 

from the lake which can be a tricky task during wintertime when the lake is frozen thirty inches 

thick and the guys will have to drill through ice to retrieve drinking water.  The next property 

David and Chris view is The Log Cabin. This secluded home is tucked away at the top of a hill 

and calls for a risky trip through the dangerous roadways. The last home is The Fixer Upper – and 

it is just that. The ramshackle home is almost 30 years old and has not aged well.  

 Juneau Waterfront premieres Saturday, October 26 at 9 PM E/P Marine adventurers Chris and 

Heidi want to be at the forefront of Alaska’s marine wildlife and thus are in search of a home on 

the coveted waterfront of the oceanside city of Juneau. But living so close to the sea means 

sacrificing the comforts of land. Chris and Heidi immediately experience this sacrifice when 

visiting the first property, The Shelter House, and realize that the only way to get to the home is 

by boat. Although the home is in a peaceful and isolated location, the travel could be dangerous 

and inconvenient when weather turns violent. Next, Chris and Heidi tour The Cliffside House. 

Just entering the property is a challenge as a steep set of stairs on the side of the cliff lead to the 

entrance of the home - but it is the natural wonder of this house that makes it worth the trip. 

Lastly, Chris and Heidi tour The Animal House where wild beasts - both dead and alive- lurk at 

every turn. 

 

BUYING THE BAYOU TV-G 

Season 1 Continues Saturdays at 10 PM E/P 

Destination America’s new series BUYING THE BAYOU proves the real estate market in the south is 

bursting with properties as extraordinary as its people and culture. Transporting viewers deep into the 

swamps, marshes, and waterways of America’s Gulf Coast to see houses that simply can’t be found 

anywhere else in the country, each episode combines Cajun real estate agents and quirky clients to create 

irresistible television gumbo. Watch people go head-over-heels for the swampfront shack of their dreams 

– whether it’s an alligator farm or converted fishing boat. The clients explore three properties from top to 

bottom while risking run-ins with gators and nutria. After weighing the pros and cons of each home, 

they’ll decide which property meets their needs, budgets, and Bayou dreams. 

 Hurricane Homes premieres Saturday, October 5 at 10 PM E/P Jeff Harding moved to Bay St. 

Louis, Mississippi shortly after Hurricane Katrina. That’s when he met Amelia, a native 

Louisianan who lost her home during the storm.  Once they got married, the couple decided to 
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move inland safe from the storms. But they’ve licked their wounds and decided to move back on 

the coast. After all, the beaches of Bay St. Louis are worth fighting for. And these two aren’t 

looking for your run-of-the-mill home—they’re looking for a house that can stand up against the 

region’s worst hurricanes. With their kids out of the house, Jeff and Amelia are looking to 

downsize but they will need room for Jeff’s 32-foot ocean cruiser.  

o First, the couple visits The Gazebo House: a circular aerodynamic home lifted 20-feet in 

the air.  It’s right next to the Pearl River and fortified for Hurricane Alley. From the 

water, the house stands apart. And the amazement isn’t left at the front door; it’s a unique 

home inside and out.  It’s got everything Jeff and Amelia hope for in a home but is it too 

extravagant?  

o Next they’ll head towards Bayou Caddy, through the harbor to get to The Yellow House. 

This home is a beautiful, but moderate home in the wetlands that’s fortified for the 

hurricanes both structurally and geographically. There’s no denying it—this spectacular 

waterfront location is a fishing haven.  But will the home’s interior scare them away? 

o Lastly they’ll cross the bay to the slow man-made canals leading to The Tiki Bar House. 

It’s not perfect, but it’s got some additions Jeff hadn’t even considered when they started 

house hunting. You can’t put a price on fun…but you can always try.  

 Beach vs. Bayou premieres Saturday, October 12 at 10 PM E/P CJ and Marty are looking for a 

weekend getaway on the water but can’t agree on whether it will be on the bayou or the beach. CJ 

grew up on a shrimp boat in South Louisiana and believes it’s in his blood to continue living on 

the water. On the other hand, Marty is from Southern California and is most comfortable 

lounging on the beach.  
o The first home the homebuyers visit is The Double Decker home. Equipped with a roof 

top deck and 360-degree views of Grand Isle, The Double Decker definitely has a beachy 

feel to it. However, even though the beach is in walking distance from the house, there is 

no water access to the bay – the one thing that CJ and Marty agree they want.  
o Up next on the tour, CJ and Marty visit The Pier Home. An ice machine sitting next to 

the bunk bed in the living room best describes how cramped this house is. But this home 

is right on the bay and perfect for fishing.  
o The last home CJ and Marty visit is The Boat Launch Home. This home is located closer 

to CJ and Marty’s home in Houma. Located right on the water, CJ has easy access to 

launch his boat; however there is no beach for Marty. Who will compromise in this 

debate of bayou vs. beach? 
 Airboat Action premieres Saturday, October 19 at 10 PM E/P The bayous in Southern 

Louisiana account for nearly half the country’s wetlands. These treacherous waterways aren’t 

intended for light-hearted boaters. If you plan to navigate these swamplands, there’s only one way 

to do so—with an airboat. No one knows that better than Mike and D’Niel Fradella, who use their 

airboat for just about everything, including: fishing, bow fishing, floundering, frogging, 

crawfishing, hogging, even search and rescue. But for the bayou family who does everything and 

can get just about anywhere, there’s one place they can’t access—their own back yard. 

o First they’ll visit, The Animal House—it’s as wild inside as it is out. There’s no denying 

the home has what they want and need from a house.  

o Next they tour, The Cabin House. Tucked amidst Doubloon Bayou, this area in a primo 

location, offering quick and easy access to the West Pearl and surrounding tributaries 

Mike and D’Niel hunt and fish. The homes not perfect, but there’s some perks to the 

property that get the Fradella’s all fired up. 

o Lastly they’ll breeze through beautiful Bayou Bonfouca bound for the Bulkhead House. 

This remarkable home has an even more remarkable view of Big Branch Wildlife 

Refuge—but beauty comes as a cost. 



 Bayou Millionaires premieres Saturday, October 26 at 10 PM E/P Larry and Amber Douglas 

started a business that has become a million-dollar operation. With their new wealth, they’re 

looking to upgrade their lifestyle, but still want a place with a down home bayou feel.  
o The first home they look at, The Fountain Home, backs right up onto Lake Ponchartrain. 

With six bedrooms, a swimming pool, hot tub, and a dock with a fish cleaning station, it 

has all the space they could want for a good old Louisiana seafood boil.  It’s a modern 

house but will the inside be too gaudy for Amber’s taste?  
o The Boardwalk Home sits on ten acres of land, six of which are protected wetlands. The 

large amount of space on the property makes it difficult to travel any way but by golf 

cart. There are two big docks and hundreds of feet of boardwalk to help explore every 

inch of the bayou.  But the inside has a very stately feel. Will it be too over the top for 

Larry and Amber?  
o The Beach Home is a twist of old and new Louisiana. It was built in the 1800s and still 

has the original windows and floors, but inside, it has all the modern touches you would 

want.  But with its own private beach and dock, and ten acres of land this house may be 

beyond Larry and Amber’s wildest dreams for a bayou house.  
 

UNSEALED: ALIEN FILES TV-PG 

Season 1 Continues Thursdays at 10 PM E/P 

Abductions, invasions, and conspiracies about aliens surround our world every day, from nightly news to 

video games to the latest box office hit. Delving into the "photoshopping" of space, the value of 

Wikileaks, and the role social media plays in alien stories, Alien Files offers a unique 360 degree look at 

how alien interaction may have affected our past, and how it will affect our future.  

 Alien Among Us premieres Thursday, October 3 at 10 PM E/P Some things are not what they 

appear to be – or in this case, some people. How well do you trust your mailman, the local 

grocery store cashier or even members of the government? We’ll investigate who are the aliens 

among us and reveal who has come in peace -and more importantly, who has not.  
 The Solway Firth Spaceman premieres Thursday, October 10 at 10 PM E/P Approximately 49 

years ago, Jim Templeton took an innocent photo of his daughter at the Solway Firth marsh that 

reveals a startling mysterious figure in the background. This episode will open the case of the 

Solway Firth Spaceman and investigate the peculiar figure that has also shockingly appeared in 

other locations in 1964. For these witnesses, life will never appear the same and the frequent 

visits from the strange “men in black” are sure to guarantee that.   
 Aliens and Presidents premieres Thursday, October 17 at 10 PM E/P The U.S. Presidents 

possess more knowledge and power than ordinary citizens will ever have access to. What 

information are they harboring on the presence of extraterrestrials? Do they know something that 

we don’t? Alien files will explore the complex relationship between aliens and Presidents. 

 Alien Gods of Egypt premieres Thursday, October 24 at 10 PM E/P The Great Pyramid and the 

Sphinx are two prime examples of Egypt’s forward thinking. But was this Egyptian civilization’s 

progressive movement a product of human genius or did the Egyptians have help? This episode 

reveals evidence suggesting that a relationship may have existed between the Egyptians and 

extraterrestrials.  

 Top Ten Alien Plots premieres Thursday, October 31 at 10 PM E/P Coverage on reports of 

UFO sightings capture eyes in the media daily. But what are the top shocking and terrifying alien 

plots? From investigating the mysterious “men in black” to examining the uncanny procedure of 

hybridization, Alien files will countdown the top alien plots you ought to be aware of.  
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